Arctic fish-fishers-fisheries: scientific and local knowledge convergence.

Arctic Centre, Rovaniemi, Finland

February 16-17 2015, Thule room

Arctic Centre (University of Lapland, Rovaniemi) organizes 3rd workshop in the series ‘Arctic Ocean and coastal communities’ on February 16-17, 2015. The workshop is a great opportunity to bring together local and academic knowledge and in this way deepen our knowledge about Arctic fisheries.

Local/indigenous experts and practitioners from Norway, Russia, and Iceland will discuss together with researchers the ongoing changes in the marine environment of the Arctic Ocean and their relevance for the intricate relations between people, seawater and fish. Ethnographic accounts from different coastal activities (commercial and subsistence fisheries, marine mammal hunting, aquaculture, land based services for the fisheries sector, tourism) represent different coastal communities of the Barents-, Norwegian-, White-, Kara-, Laptev- and Labrador Seas.
Arctic Centre, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland
EU ACCESS project – Arctic Climate Change Economy and Society

**Arctic fish-fishers-fisheries:**
Scientific and local knowledge convergence

Stakeholder workshop
Organized by Dr. Anna Stammler-Gossmann
February 16-17, 2015, Thule Room, Arctic Centre
09:30 – 12:00  Session 1

Dr. Anna Stammler-Gossmann, Arctic Centre, University of Lapland *Welcome and opening remark.*

Dr. Dmitrii Klochkov, Marine Informatics, Murmansk, Russia  
*How to find fish? Monitoring, research and knowledge*

Halldór Þorsteinsson, Sea Food, Iceland. *Icelandic way: Fish, fish processing and fish quality control*

Prof. Stephan Kirchner. Faculty of Law, University of Lapland, Finland.  *International Liability Conventions and Arctic Fisheries: Challenges and Opportunities*

13:30– 16:30  Session 2
Elsa Haldorsen, Bugoynes Opplevelser AS, Bugoynes Finnmark, Norway. *If you have a fish cake at home - you always have food*: Fish, fish factory and community life.

Dr. Nina Meschtyb, Arctic Centre, University of Lapland. *Sacred fishing grounds of Yamal reindeer herders and gas development*

Svein Helge Orheim, UIT Norwegian Arctic University/Barents Institute, Kirkenes, Norway. *Fish on land: ‘Not fishing’ coastal community and fisheries sectors*

Prof. Florian Stammler. Arctic Centre, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland. *Ethnic fishing: Fishing practices among indigenous and incomers fishers of the Laptev Sea.*

Tuesday, February 17, 2015

09:30 –12:00 Session 1

Markov Sergei. Kandalaksha farm, Severomorsk, Russia. *How to grow fish from the South in the North? Domesticated fish of the White Sea*

Sergei Baramokhin, YASAVEY Nenets Indigenous Association, Indiga, Nenets Autonomous District, Russia.
Coastal village of Indiga: Social and economic significance of fishing in a reindeer herding village

Nikolas Sellheim, Arctic Centre, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland. 'In the Sea we Trust' - The Value of the Seal Hunt in A Newfoundland Fishing Village'

13:30 –16:30 Session 2

Kristín Ágústsdóttir, Neskaupstadur, Iceland. Moving mackerel and Icelandic society

Dr. Stephan Dudeck, Arctic Centre, University of Lapland. "They love it when it is rotten a little bit". Fish trade between Nenets reindeer herders and Russian villagers in the Arkhangelsk region.

Dr. Anna Stammler-Gossmann. Arctic Centre, University of Lapland. Waiting and following fish: Fishers movement in the sea

Discussion: Joint book project

Visit of Arktikum Museum/Korundi Museum of Art and ‘Art and Design Week’